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Prefaie

Since January of 1976, the American Assoeiationof
Community and Junior Colleges has taken an active role 1-- 'In advapcing the concept and practice of community

education through its member institutions. Responsibility
for these efforts has been centralized in dur Center for
ComitunitY Education with funding support from the
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation.

. The major purposes of.the Center since its; creation in ,
1 1J76 have been to develOp an awareness and understanging .

:of coinmtinity education among the community colleges and
. 'community schools; to assist in the development of'working,

models among those agencies: and to encourage cooperation
among centers for comm nityedicatidn, community
colleges, and a wide vari of organizations Involved in I

il

community education: comptrison of results of a a.urkiey '

administered to selectel community cblleges in 1976, and' . t
again in 98.1, indicates; that the Ctritee.has achieved these '
purposes. i , y -. . .- -A. , .'. i.

...- '#
A six months Planning grant from; the Mott Foundang

has enabled the Association to examine possible new
Jeadership,directions in the area of community education.
This publication describes the results of these planning .
activities. The 'Association expresses appreciation to Suzanne
Fletcher, center director, 4nd her staff for their diligent work,
and to the individuals who provided ideas, , ' ,

retommendations, and technical assistance in the
production of this monograph. the'Association is most
grateful to the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation-for its
generous support during the past five-and-one-half years. ,,

Coristie SAon
.... . ., 4 Vice President for Programs

7 '1
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Introduction
'phis is the fouith and final in a series of monographs
S. prepared by the Center for Community. Education. The

scope and process of community education over the past
severatyears are reflected in the contents of ththe
monographs, as well as through the Center's other
pUblicatiOnhe Interface. newsletter, conferences and
workshops, and the variety of serviced if performed while
functioning as an offic4V1f the American Association of
Cominunity and Junior Coll4eges.

To illustrate the concept of evolvingipartnershipa between
community colleges and local school aistricts, the first
monograph, published in 1977, describes the developmental
phase of four, such alliances for the purpose of aiding other
colleges and school districts in 'designing.their own 4
cooperative programs. The second monograph presents the
results of the Center's t9.76 nationwide survey of community
and junior colleges to measure community edu&tion.and
community service as it existedand as it was planned for: 4
'the future. A practIc-al, low-cost needs assessment prdcess
used by a community college in cooperation with the public

, school system is the topic of the third monograph. Initiated
by 'college administrators, the assessment provided
information needed to plaft appropriate programs and
services for the residents living in a newly created service

+40,, area: .
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The discussions presented in this, the fourth monograph,
center on the prospect that the community education
prOcess will become the primary focus in the continuing
development of the- community college as a coMprehensive,-
community -based institution.-Along with praviding for the
educational needs pf its community, the community college
tvill expand its tort as a resource for community, development
working cooperatively with other local agencies, businesses,
and citizen groups, At the same time as_colleges further their
-involvement in community activities, they must actively seek
increased local level stipportincluding financial support.
State and national support for many community-based
operations, including educational programs, is likely to
decline over the next decade. Thus, a greater share of local
level support will be crucial for the survival and growth of the
community college.in the years ahead.
narticipants at the Center's Roundtable meetings of

February, 1981 found these issues to be their common,
central concern. Discussions ranged from ways in which to
clarify community education as a process much as the
tpmmunity college itself is a processto identifying specific
approaches for making the college a dynamic resource in
community development. The papers prepared by three of the
participants (presen,ted here as Chapters 2, 3, and 4) raised .
penetrating que§tions about the current status and cutUre
direction of community education as a philosophic concept
and as a vital component of the community college role in
community developmeAt.

Analysis oithe 1'976 Survey update conducted by the
Center earlier this, year is contained in the fifth chapter of ,

this monograph. While the first survey was sent to all
community and innior colleges, the 1981 update Ivas made
from a random sampling of colleges. The goals were to
determine the ,,involvement of colleges in community
education and to identify issues that need to be addressed in
regard to the development of community education. Although
the update analysis was not completed in time to be Included
in the Roundtable agenda, most ofthe issues raised in the
data also were raised and discussed by the Roundtable
participants. TheseAues concern the fliture of the °

Community education proceds-as tlite mAk component of the
comprehensive-community c011ege.'

Suzanne /11. Fletcher
Director, Centerfor Cominunity-Educ tionr

9
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Emerging Issues in the Community
Education Process
A prelentatiOsi of the Roundtable discussions
Center for ComniunityZduCation, AACSCI,
February, 1981

41.

by Molly M. Jellison"
IJanuary of 1976 the American Association of

A Community and Junior Colleges, with support from the
Charles Steward Mott Found Von, established Centerfor
Community Education. The thission of the Center was

to develop an awareness and' understanding of
community education among the comniutiity and junior
colleges of the country;

to facilitate closer working relationships between
community/junidr colleges, community schools, add other,
groups in ,the community education fields;

to encourage other Centers to work with community/
junior colleges in the development of community education.

As the catalyst for develbpment of comfnunity education
programs at AACJC member colleges, the Center has

' provided since then a' forum for the interface of ideas and
action to achieve the purposes outlined in the initial mission
statement.

In its first year the nter sponsored four regional\
conferences and a national symposium to lay the grouri work
for community:based cooperative efforts among community
colleges and schools and related service organizations.
Participants reprepenting all educational levels and state and
federal education1 agencies came away from these meetings
with a "realization that there exists between community
schools and community colleges comnion problems, mutuale.

r' t

.



interests, and similar needs," and that "individual interests
oftentimes can be better served thrOugh planned cooperatiire
and collaborative" efforts.' It was a good beginning.

Another significant activity of the Center during thiirialt
year was the conducting of a nationwide survey of .

community andjunIof-COlIegea-to measure Cornmunity
education/community service as it existed, and as it was
planned for the future. In general, the survey revealed that
commitment to the concepts of community educatiOni
exceeded practical fulfillment; even the largest colleges served
a small fraction of their local populations through
community education. Moreover, the benefits of cooperation
between community/junior colleges and local agencies were
not clearly undgrstood. Still another Concern was the staffing
of community education programs with eduCators who
understood community -based education as a mission of the
community college.

Out of these initial efforts grew the direction foil-leadership
and support that the Center has ptovided to community and
Junior colleges over the past five year's. Subsequent
conferences in areas across_the country, where cooperative
efforts were working provided a hands-on experience for
community teams made up of school-superintendents, ,

'mayors, community college staff, anti state representatives.
The Center has generated a variety of publftations

resulting from its activities; action fellowships to implement
projects and. form partnerships also have added to the
literature. The 1976 Survey was updated recently and is
reported on in another section of this' publicition. It shows

- not only an increased awareness of and commitment to
community-based educationfrom over 90 percent of the
Colleges polledbut a significantly greater pooling of
resources among colleges and other agencies to implement
cooperatively community education programs that meet
community needs:

1

In February antis year the Center, through part of a six
month planning grant from the Mott Foundation, sponsored
a national Roundtable to review the developments in

_community education over the past five years and to identify:
emerging issues for the 1980s. Fourteen invited individuals
representative of community colleges and other institutions

1 and agencies involved in community education joined with,
members of the AACJC staff to form the Roundtable.
(Appendix2 contains a list of the Roundtable participants.)
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Stimulated by ideas presented in papers prepared by three
of the participants,2 the Roundtable discussions raised

some penetrating questions at:tout the curient statu&and
future direction of coriftinity-based education, its mission,
and its role in community develbfrment.

----!`Thersommunity-college-is-on the-verge
sr incorporating the philosophy of
community education as the focal point'
of its mission. It will no longer be one
component of many in the
comprellensive community college, but
rather-the common thread around which
other programs, activities, and services
exist. "9

0

FP
Is this true in the sense that communq education is

becoming the "mainstream" of the community college
function? Is the philosophy of community education really
understood by most community college administrators and
faculty? How can it be.more'clearly defined? Is-the lack of a
clear definition an Obstacle in the way of gaining support jand
funding for prdgrams and services ?; 4

The community college willing to
assume leadership in improVing
community health must understand the 014

difference between community,edncation e
and bducation for community
development, ...When-community
edication is planned, oriftpized, and
carried out to meet not only individual

'needs but the broader needs of the
'communitY at large, then community
deyelopment may occur. To do so
requires, planning and coordination of a)
process which includes assessment of
those needs as well as the available ,

'Community resources, developing a plan
for community develOpMent in
cooperation with elements,Of the
community, arranging for educational
activitiesiand,services, and evaluation of
the entire endeavor."! 1,

The community college is perceiVed by most people as an
'educational Institution. Many public officials do.not see

4 ,
\'.

-
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educatibn as an important player hi community development.
How -can we change these perceptions? Do they exist even
within the administrations of many community colleges?
What is the community' college role in analyzing commknity
needs as we.11.as individual needs? How can colleges share .

with other agencies the task of implementing programs for
community development? , ,

. "Community education is a process
-that helps citizens to reinvest
'themselves in the total like of their
community. Through this involvement ,-....

.0' , individuals will begin to accept' their ...

responsibility to the larger sotiety. In -

- , order for a person to have a sense of" a
self - worth s/he must first believe that i
s/he Is valued and,must in turn-value

, . others. The community education -

process is Waled at nurturing the
' development of this awakening."5 .. . .

The involvement of individual citizens In community
education will be a 'desirable and needed ingredient in the
shaping of society during the decade ahead. How best can

k, the prbcess ofcominunity education be applied to assure
that this need is met? How, best can the cohtepts of 4
community education serve the community college in the
process of becoming a community-based as Well as an
individual,risiju'reet.? .

. . .

A s these questions were discussed, a central issue was
:a, identified by the Roundtable participants-46 future
role of the community college in shaping the environment of
the community it serves_ Over the past two decades the focus
of the community college has changed. Its,functions have
broadened. Community colleges no longer exist merely to
,process higrh school gtaduates through thetbrst two years of

.

higher education, or to provide vocational training' for
., .-4 non-University bound students. Nor, evert to oiler adult

continuing ecidation.programs. While these services remain
of high importance, community colleges are moving into the
mainstream of community life in the sense that they are
responding to the tv...21que lifelong educational needs of
individuhls by providing a variety of settings and `
instructional service approach& They will function
increasingly as a resource for community as well as

. individtial development. They will be participants in
e

13
411%,
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analyzing the needs_of the community and leaders in '"
developing programs to meet those needs. Colleges cannot
afford to expand only in areas that have worked. They must
be flexible and experimental.

To succeed in fins challenge, community colleges Must see
community edudatfon as the main thrust of their mission.
Others must see it this way too. Public officials, lawmakers,
arid citizens, as-well as those within the college
administration, must understand that community education
is a process relevant to community development. It is the real
outreach arm of the community college and itg programs are
enhanced through cooperative efforts with other community

0
resources.

'Progress is being made in iniplemertting the concepts Of
commu' nitreducation (as observed by the Roundtable
participants' and refk.c.,ted in tie Survey update), but it is not
uniform. Members of the Roundtable identified lack of
understanding and awareness of the community educatiorf
mission, particularly in4the colleges tthemselves, as the major
obstacle to its development. While there is a high level of

,stated "commitment" to community education among college
administrators, its concepts, its comprehensiveness, its
fu-iiction as a process, are not sufficiently Understood or
appreciated.

Community education is often viewed as a program or set
, of programsmostly noncreditand, as such, likely, to be
'expendable. Community college faculty for a large part share
this view; moreover, staff development in community'
education services delivery is quite lacking on many
campuses; But, as the institutional obstacle is overcome, it
will become possible to develop local level understanding and
awarenessand greater supportfor the scope and potetitial
of community education as a community need. Then it will .

easier to gain the necessary support of state and national "
legislators to ensure the growth of the community education /
'process. However, herein lies the dilemma.

Community colleges must first recognize that c unity
education is the key element of their missioo e ome truly,
community -based institutions: The image of availability to
the communitY, as a 'haper of the coMunity, must occur
as part of the process of the community college in achieving
its mission. Increased financial support will come only when
pitblic officials and legislators understand this mission and
recognize that the resources o the community college are
essential to'the total growth of the community.

st#
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"You (the community college) are nothing'
more than the community thinks you
are. .. ,ILf they vie* you as that little
two-Year transfer, institution on the hill,
then that's exactly what, you are. "6 o

As people in'this country become further frustrated and
`disillusioned by events In the larger world, community image
becomes more important to them. Individuals must sustain a
feeling of Self-worththey must, in someway, be able to .

shape their own'destinies. One way can be by'workirtg to
improve the environment of their own communities; to relate
to it in a way that will meet their needs.

It is now then that community colleges can convey a
comprehensive image of service to the people. They can show
that they,possess the resources for assessing the needs of the
community to meet the individual needs of itscitizens..
Members of the Roundtable discussed some specific ways

-this might'be done.
',Immunity education is a process with broad, diverse,
Ihoand. multiple forma of application-4t is a prdcess in the
same way a community college is a process. A community
oriented needs analysis model could be a way to illustrate the
special, kinds of skills that form the community edutation
process.

'Traditionally, community needs assessments are packages
produced by a community tollege, a recreation deVartnient, a

. school superintendent's office, or another agency that carries
out the data collection and analysis. There usually is no real
community involvement on the part -of individuals. A
participant of the Roundtable, described from his own
experienceanother way it might be4one: _

° "If you (the comMulity college) can get
50 community members, into the
gymnasium on a Saturday morning and °
start doing an informal needs
assessment; let them create the -
instrument, and then have them go out
and collect the data, and then have them
bring the data Nick to ybuthen getting
the data is only 50 percent of the whole
process. The other 50 percent has
everybody saying 'this is my process and
I understind it and these people (the
college) are concerned.'"

.10



The hard data, statistically<analyzed, may not be as
scientific as informatiOn from a formal heeds assessment but
the positive aspects of involving citizens 14 the process can
be of far greater value. It is the community education process
dynamically expressed. And, through continued efforts of the
community college working with individual citizens, the
Process can be refined.

Finding ways to demonstrate that the resources of the
college are relevant to community development also will serve
as a means of gaining awareness of and support for
community education programs. The dichotomy in
community education tievekipment is that, at the same time
the concepts and their applicatiori need toe expanded,
there is the prospect of more libied fundiit and finite
resources. In any endeavor, when this situation arises, .

priorities must be set. Choicei must be. made carefully; ex-
perimentation is decreased. Such is the climate at mostAom-'.
munity colleges.

There is,a growing tens etween achieving the mission
and the financing of comm4 ity college education. State level
support is seen as likely to main at least marginally intact
over the next several years in relation to the more traditio
functions of community colleges. Bpt, reflective of the
national mood, there Is a feeling among state legislators that
community -based operations, particularly educational
entities, should receive aarger portion of support on the
local level. On the other hand, support could decline as
taxpayerstraditionally chary of local tax levysbecome
harder hit by inflation and a slower rate of economic,growth. ,

"This'cannot be allowed to happen.

To survive; the community college must project its mission
as a need of the community. In addition to being a resource
for community development,.the college must show that it
can serve individuals in meeting basic needs, such as
housing and employment, as well as educational enrichment
needs. It niust show that it Is dedicated to the goal of
facilitating lifelong learning with community as process and
product."' Educators are now more than ever one of many
competitors for public funds. Community college educators
must take a firm initiative, particularly bn the local level, in
seeking new areas of support.

For example, local businesses and industries often are
willing to provide resources fir community college programs.
But, colleges are likely to be hesitant, in actively pursuing

10 .



these resources. As one Roundtable disCussarit. a community
college president whose institution has Successfully tapped
these sources, put it:

'We educators at times been a
little bit afraid topk. (Our college
foundthat) there *ere many resources
that didn't surface. It wasn't apparent -

they would be therebut they were.
...We steed to.ask. And maybe. that's, one
of thee thugs we need to do is we do our
assessingbe a little bit more
aggressive in finding out what we can
do, what people will be willing to share."

Ner roles in the community becomes then a target for
community collegeS in seeking to achieve their mission in
the years ahead. Gaining public support will require
aggressive involvement in the local political process and
regular communications with other community resources.
Colleges quid help each other by developing and sharing a
datalrge-of proven community-based socialandeconomic
programs. The data base, comprbsed of models for specific'
goals with measurable objectives, also would serve to clarify
the comprehensive structure of the community college.

SoCial and economic change that impacts o,nthe
community will provide the opportunity for the growth of

community education. The challenge will be to respond in
creative gays. Target areas cart be identified. This country is
undergoing a dramatic shift in 'the composition of its
populatiqn from a youthful majority 'to an older majority. In
20 years nearly every 6th American will be at least 65.years
old. Their skills and talents cannot be wasted: they must
have the opportunity for continued independence and
productive involvement in their communities. Community
colleges, througlr the community education process. can
respond. Many people are being displaced economically
becavtge otbudget cutbacks, rising inflation, shortages and
shiftsin energy source*s,and technological develOpmenfs.
Social problems are being created by life style changes.
Community colleges, through the community 'educatcon
proceds, can respond. The challenge is toeget these.people
into the learningssocietyto involvp the non-learner aiwell
as the .11 long learner.

New de igns for the delivery of programs and services are
needed. T e community college must broaden 'its

17
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accessibility to serge a variety of special grdups of people. For
someolder learners and non-learners in particularstudy
circles 1n converike'rit locations could replace, the traditional
clagsroom on campus. These.people often are threftened by
the campus setting. Tying in -with other local resources to
provide informal forums for special groups, stich as
unemployed youths, seniors, business people, to identify

'their educational needs and.interests would bring the college
into The community. Such endeavors would demonstrate-in
specific terms that the community college mission.is a key
element in the development of the total community.

Several specific dbjectives,were formulated by the
Roundtable participants with regard,to future community
education related functions of the Association. They were:

To develop a community analysis-needs assessment
model that would be disseminated to colleges;

To develop a structure to be used An clarifying to
legislators, other deeision makers, and community college

, presidents the community education component of a,,
comprehensive community college;

To develop a \orps of "Associates" who would be local
linkages in diseminating and implementing the models for
community an sis afi'd needs assessment and, assistance.
The Associates, eing community-based, couldlead in
adapting model materials, training, etc. to fit unique local

tt'needs; ;
To prov staff leadership development through the

AACJC Pre ident's Aoademy;
To dev lop models and strategies for colleges that

o
,

iffusstrate how community education services can relate and
resportd to the needs of local businesses and induStries;

To provide techqical assistance.to colleges in thform of
teams of community education experts who will help in

. assessing specific problems and in evaluating community,
education services; ,

To reinforce the visibility of the comprehensive
community college coneept and show how the three
components of the community college fit into the
comprehensive design;

. To continue providipg linkages and networking with
four-year colleges and universities;

Tojielp colleges build strong local level support by,
working with them to Mobilize constituencies for community
education programs. Suc-cessful methods would lie

1:8
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documented into a data base for dissemiiation to colleges,
legislators, and other decisiT makers:

To serve as a facilitator for incorporating community
education concepts, ivto ongoing programs at community
colleges:

.To assist in demonstrating to The public in general and
to public officials education as a vital factor in the shaping of
society:

To act as a research and development service in
identifyindnewdirections for community education.

Roundtable participants agreed that, as community
colleges work to become increasingly community-based in
their means of support as well as in their philosophy,
continuing national coordination would be nee to achieve
the full development and application of the commu ity
education process.
frohe Center for Community Education ceased its
A operattons June 30, L981. FicKvever, the questions raised. /

the, challenges identified, the input of insights and
'experience, the exchange of ideas, make the meetingof the
Roundtable a valuable contribution in the quest for direction
in the years ahead. They have provided community
educators, as well as the Association, with- specific and
workable suggestions for effecting the mission of community
eduFationas the focal component of the compreherifive
conimurlity college. 0
MS. Jellison served as reporterfor the
Roundtable meetings.
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The Mycelium of Commuicity
EducationeAn Ideological Definition
by Robert J. Shoop

he purpose of this essay is to offer some observations
Tand.reflections about the concept of community

education and to offer an ideological definition Which is
capable of generalization.

Community education is overexposed and underexplored.
In the rush to enlist support for the concept there exists the
danger that "community education" will become a metaphor
for anything and everything. deneral awareness of the term
"community education" is at an all time high. However. theft/
is a great deal of confusion abhut just what the term means.
If-this confusion continues, "community education" will. ,

evoke cynicism arid eventually will be rejected as a
meaningful concept.

The current operative'definition of community education is
programmatic. Each community and each agency defines.

. community education as whatever it is doing. In ord6r-for
the concept to survive, p fesMopals in the community
education field must ado t an ideological definition that
focuses- on goals rathet han methodologies.

Almost everyone believes that they knots at community -.
education is.' Each person selectively listens a presentation
about the concept and then defines it as a oliition to
his or her own pa icular problem. For many schodl
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sugirintendents community education is apublic relations
program that will result in passed bond issues, reduced
vandalism, and an increase in public support for the schools.
Maerecreation directors believe that it is just a new name '4"
for the worthy use of leisure time and greater access to
4chooLfacilities. For many community college professionals
.community education refers to courses and activities for
credit .and non-creditthat are offered off campug. SOmelour
year colleges use the term to refer to what they used.to call
their division of continuing education. For many community
organizers and e4tize groups community education is the
process of facilitating citizen involvement in the decision
making process.

For some, the term has become a cliche, for others it is
used as if it werea panacea. Each agency has defined the
term to fit some narrow programmatic part or, its
organization. The result of this confusion of goals aid,
narrow focus is that almost anything that happens in a
community is identified as community education...For many,
comrhunity education is 'imply a new name for a vatiety of
old programs.

Community education faces tt dangers: the danger of
being defined so broadly that it l ses clarity and
effectivenesss and theopposite danger of being defined so
narrowly that it becomes just another program. Community
education is not a specific program or a collection of

-pyograms and activities. Nor is qonimunity, education'the
responsibility of any one organization or agency. It is not a
concept that has one point of historical origin and then grew
in a linear pattern. No one person is responsible for
inventing or discovering community education. There was
never'a master plan with a tar et objective for community'
education.

The ideas that have come to be identified as community
educatiorrgerminated at several times. Many nictp and
women are responsible for planting seeds that took root as

:isolated experiments in ltical communities. Each of these
experiments was unique and each grew in iaolation.from the
others. -Qccasionallystwo of more of these experiments would
Come into contact with another and each, was transformed,
into something new. People who were involved with one
experiment would move, to another community and carry
with them their individual interpretations and d

understandings of what they had experienced. These people
would then modify the ideas to fit the_new comfnunfties and
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new gvarieties\of Community education would bloom.
Many Of these egperiments were begun in the 1930s and

1940s in. response to strongly felt community needs. It is very
important to rerriembei,that each design.of community
education developed as a response to a local need. The
specific needs were. identified as increased educational
opportunities for adults, or recreation far the youth of the

, community, or increased employment opportunities, or;
better school - community` relationships, or more responsive
government, or a reduction of agency -dupheation'and
competition. .

,
,Walter Beggs, with the' help of the Carnegie Foundation,

began the process in Nebraska: MauriCe Seay began work trig
with what he called,the educative process in Tennessee:

a

4

Edward Olsen worked in Washington, Oregon, and California:
Elsie Clapp worked with communities in Kentucky. Other
programs of communityseducation developed in West - ,

Virginia, New Mexico and Michigan. Each program heggn as
a response to one need in the community and as the needs
changed the various programs were modified. In the *ell 41.

.

knoWn program in Flint, MichiganCharles Stewartfflott -and '
. Frank Manely created a program to respond to the .

recreational need of the youth of their community. Ttie'
specific program, that they began in the 1930s was not
community education. Community education wad the 1'

precels that-allowed the various programs tocOntinuaily
revolve as the needs changed. Ih each community'that has

. been involved in the process of community edatecatiori,a
histOrian could identify a 1930s stage of community

CC

va.k
education, a 1940s stage, a 1950s stage, a 1960s stage,
1970s stage, and a 1980s stage. Hmkeker, because each .

program was begun at a different time and as a reaponse.to a
different need, no twqthistories *mild be exactly the same. .4*

At the-same time that public schools were becoming .

involved in the process of community education other) 4.
agencies arid- organizations began to assist in the .:- .
development of the process. tirlique models of comniudity
education were designed. And nriplemented by community -V'

. - ....
colleges; recreation departmenti -cooperatNe extension -

,-

- programs, free universities', and rkany others. It is clear that .- .

a community education has gone4thfough a series of s '. ,...,.%....:
transitiong. It iseckakly clear that it_is currently at a new -5, I.

point of decision. The celatiomship am, ong.the various'' c° X,. .

existing mociels of cominuniticeducation cah be seen in the ''''

1 6
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. . s .following analogy. . . .
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.f.
here is a species of. mushroom, "marasmius oreades,"
which behaves in a very interesting fashio On She side

of a hill or an open field a ring,of yellow bud will appear
to enclose a circular grassy space. It is clear tha each bud
has 44 relationship to the other, but the ekact nat re a that
relationship is mysteriou The relationship of the tiny
yellow buds, as the curios have come to know, is th they
all have originareer awn, all connect with

1that center by subterranean filaments, by t, e
that they are joined, butthis connection is not visible on the
surface;A little digging will discover it. It is this mycelium
which is a tangible example of.what is called a principle I
when dealing`with ideas, this connection when clikoverdd
gives meaning and helps tis to understand.

This essay is an exploration of the mycelium of community
education. It seeks to discover the basic principle of
community education that holds the tvarious examplce of the,
proctss.together. Wittgenstein observes that knowledge is not

.coming to know new facts, about a subject, but merely a
changed perce'ption. This essay does not prophse to offer new ./
facts about community 'education, but to offer a changed
perception.

Part of the confusion about defining community educatkori

o has,resulted from a tendency to confuse ends with means.
Most definpons tend to focus on wpat community education
looks like. For example, "communq education is the schools
being opened in the evenings for all Citizens," or "community
education. is.the taking of community college courses out to

. the community." br "community education is all of the
agenties workin cooperatively."

, CoMmunity education must be defined by its goals or
objectiies, rather than by various tactics and strategies that
art used to reach these goals. dommunity education must
not be defined as a nostrum or cure-all. It must be defined as
a prescription, tfr process of action aimed at a basic
object e^ Before a prescription can be'rnade,there must be
some agr ement on the diagnosis. Before a diagnosis is 49'

offered, t e nature of the malaise must be identified.
The va ous models of community education that have

developed (i.e., school based,,agency cooperative, extensiqn,
recreation, community college, citizen initiated) all are --"K
branching threadlike filaments of the same mycelium. The
mycelium that connects the various contemporary models of
community with each tither and with their antecedents is the
quest for selfworth.'

2
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Society and individual communities change in the ebb Old
flow of events. Specific problems are solved and new ones
emerge, but the basic need of all individuals to be valued
remains constant. There is a constant struggle to balance
societal and group needs and community and individual .

needs.ThiscOnflict was clearly identified by Tonnies whenzi--
he described the transition between the Gemeinsc'haft. and
the Gesellschaft. For Tonnies, "man was by his very nature a
social being who would unfold his essence only by living in
communities of kinship, space (neighborhood) and spirit."'
When he examined the relationship between man and. his

Lcnowledgedfhat man also was capable of
forming relationpips on agreements that were formed
as a "Leans to ad'end. Out of h of these types of PP

relationships came certain rules for eration that devi'ped
into customs, ethics, inorea, and laws.

Of course, this dual social relatlonsh p was not originated
bTorfniw. Eminent thinkers °rand uitx, of past centuries,
and of the present have written that v dual relates to'el vidual

world in two distinct ways and with two learly defined
mentalities. On the one hand; a person may elate with some
individuals in an informal, personal, intimat manner. On
the other hand, he may relate with other individuals in a .

Cormal, impersonal, and structured manner.
People who have attempted to artidulate this dichotomy

have tended to construct a contihuum bounded at the one
end by the concept of interdependAcy and at the other by
the concept of contractual relatiopshiPs.

Confucioud spoke of the relationship of intimacy as the
"great similarity" and the:relationship of formality as the,
"small tranquility:" Plato's ideal Republic versuf the

_Capitalistic society, Aristotle's true friendship versus false
friendship, and St. Augustioe's, Unity of God versus the soci
of man, all reflect this perception of a basic duality in
'interpersonal relationships.

Tonnies based his elaborate sociological theory on th two
fundamental concepts of Gemeinschaft, usually transla d as
community, and Gesellschaft. usually, translated a4socie
The former signifies-a clOselPknft, generally self-suffioient,
rural, group, where individnafscwithin the group know.eabh
other well, share common experiences and traditions and
,genetaly depend on one another. The latter is sharply
contrasted as mass soctty with large groups of people that
relate to each other only in formalized ways. In this type of
relationship, people interact in a manner that
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characterized as mechanical and rational.
Although Tonnies continually reminded hisireaders that

his framework only described the procesS of,change frohi
Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft, and thathe was not
recommending Gemeinschaft and condemning Gesellschaft.
his work p ovides an ominous propht0 about the current
and future, tate of human relationships.2

Tonni refeired to Gemeinschaft -as the youth of society
when things were:less complicated, when each person had a
sense of belonginq, of self-worth, a sense of being in
community with his neighbor. In this stage people knew

*their neighbors. were self-sufficient, shared a common value'
system, and felt ;a sense of responsibility to each other and to
their community. Gesellschaft is the stage of society's
'adulthood. In this stage personal relationships are
fragmented. change is rapid, people have less in common
with one another, and their allegiances andloYalties are
diffused among many competing units.3

Tonnies assumed that all social relationships are create
by hilinan will. He believed that people make decisions on t
basis of what they believe is in thei4eign best interests. In
he Gernetnschaft, relationships ar ued as an end in

thtmselves.,In the Gesellschaft, things that used to be seen
is trends becom4means to greater ens. With the shift from
Gemeinschaft" to Gesellschaft. actions 4op being controlled
by love.-understanding, custom, respect, religion, folk ys
and mores and become motivated by a desire for.ilide_p wer.
For Tonnies, the actions of Gemeinschaffinan resemblte.
"the organic function of growing things." ThOse of-
Gesellschaft man will be more apt to follow models or pia
with logical precision.4

.It is the premis of this Nay that modern American sbciety
is making the transition from4Pemeinschaft to

Gesellschaft: with this transitionsOmes a point of crisis.
Value systerhs are splintering and crashing around us, while
the life boats of family, church, and state are hbrled madly.
abaft. -Toffler speaks of our moving'in a prof° !idly

ryrevolutiona way into a new civilization.-- elieves that
this isa period of which "all of our old- sumptioris, old
ways of thinking and old formulas, d gmas and ideologies.
no matter how cherished or flow use 1 in the past, no longer.

, fit the facts.'"6 We are currently in fut re shock, that
"dizzying disorientation brought on y the premkiture arrival
of the future."'

-.
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mPackard has noted any of the ramifications of a greatly'
acceler'ated Yale of change in society..He documented a sense
olunconnectedness to either people or places. -Throughout',
rnuch'of the Nation there is a breakdown of community
11;ring...In fact, there is a general &altering of small-group
life.' Our society i,as become transient and we have indeed
become a "Nation of strangers." With this rapid change and
breakdown of a sense of Community havecome a series of
secondary symptoms. Modern man is plagued by anxiety,
depression, vague discontent, a sense of inner emptiness.1
He is seeking a sense of control over his own life and his

o , envirpnment. In his book, Tie Culture of Narcissism,
Christopher Lasch says that, "the world viewemerging

'among us centers, solely on the self Unfit has individual
survival as 'its goal)?. There is a mood of pessimism that exists and is spieading
through our society: Recerit events have severly shaken the

, confident image of the future that was once held by
, American; "As crisis after crisis has crackled across the , .,, _

headlines, as Iran erupted, as Mao was de-deified, ascoil
. prices have skyrocketed, and inflation ran wild, a terrorism

spread and goyemments seemed helpless to stop-1 , a bleak
- A Z

vision has become increasingly popular.' As a result-,
Americans being fed'on a steady diet of bad news, disas er
movies, apolcalyptic religious tracts and governmental
incompetencythey have begun to conclude that '
contemporary society has rio future. ,"For them 45rmageddon
is only minutes away." Thee earth is racing toward its final
cataclysmic shudder! This view of looking at the future_ .

generates privatisiii and pasiivity.12 This se of
rrpOwerlessness is compounded as moder an has
surrendered many of his rights in the or

an
of control to

. Bothers and with each new, loss ol freedom, the sense of
, powerlessnessincreases. ,

As people have lost faith in their leaders anlhavebeCome ?
aware of ho'l,y nitre they cot-tit-PI their own.destiny, they have
become haunted by a pervasive anxiety. This anxiety is

iccaused by the'processes of urbanization they have almbst
destroyed man's feeling of belonging to a community. The
problems Of develblpihg and maintaining' common Or shared
Values (the basic ingredient of cohesion) is made vastly\rnore
difficult.' Technical change ha§ pressed society toward .,

grater materials Productivity with little consideration a the
a effects on social relations of local community. Individuals are

suffering from alienation, depression. d&Ilusionment: a.

, -.
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anomie, and a lack of a sense o &personal self-worth. Man is
losing his personal identity and essential dignity. He is being
overwhelmed by forces of which hels only dimly aware,
winch sultiugate him to a role of decreasingimportance and

" present hfm with problems with which h,e has no means to
cope.

At the beginning of a new president's term- there is usuall
a period of hope, but Americans seem to 'doubt that life will
improve. Modern man is turning inward and has lost
connection with the larger society. Self improvement has
replaced social improvement. Everyone from Gibbon to De
Tocqueville points outthat a vigoroussociety is marked by
consideration for others. A collapsing system shows its
weakness partially by the absence of any standards ,

concern for others as well as by the utter self-absorption of
the individual.

As the.problems of society grow, man's belief in his own
, potency decleases. Poverty, racism, violence; hunger and

inflation have increased at a rate that creates a feeling of
hopelessness. Because modern man has lost faith in his
ability to affect his environment, he has withdrawn into
himself. "It is clear to many.that the world is in trouble, and

'we're in trouble with it."14

Tiristorically, Americans have been conditioned to seek
satisfaction and a sense of accomplishment by working

hard. The Protestant work ethic held that success would
,.come to those who were thrifty and industrious. In this, age

of diminishing expectations many people feel cheated. They
Teel that they have played thelame by the rules and Just as
they neared the reward some changed the rules of the

":4
game. This has resulted in a feeling of disorientation. Their
psyche is continually larred by the unfamiliar terrain and the
multiple changes. The familiar guideposts no longer are,
reliable. As-the horizon alters, many Americans are losing,
their focus on life. For many, self-preservation has replacgd
self- Improvement as the goal of earthly existence.15 Survival
has replaced prosperty as a goal.

n arearlier time, man worked not only for personal wealth
but also with a sense of contributfng to the wealth of the
community.,People who lived together in close proximity,
initinctively responded to the needs of their neighbors. For
the early Americans sense of contributing to wealth of the
community was very 4mportant. "For the Puritans a Godly
man, worked diligently at his calling not so much to

k ._ .
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accumulate personal wealth as to add to the comfort and
conveniente of the total community,. "18 They recognized that
a man might get rich at his calling, but they saw personal
aggrandizement as incidential to social 1por. As
communities began to grow and become more complex, these
personal interactions and comminnsnts began to diminish,
and the people became less concerned with the welfare of
their neighbors.

rreports of impending doom continue to filter down from
k tanks and governmental officials, modern man has

became increasingly depressed and hopeless. There ig a
wealth of sociological and psychological studies that
substantiate the belief that individuals develop a feeling of an
inability to control their destiny when they perceive external
faces to be too strong or too vague to control. If a person
believes that his actions will affect the outcome of an event,
hemill continue to participate. However, if he believes that he
cannot affect significant change, he may curtail all efforts to "
affect his environment.'7 Julian B. Rotter describes these
beliefs as "internal control" versus "external control." If a
person believes that g significant proportion of his life is
controlled by hick, chance, fate, or is under the power of
others, this is an "external control" type of person. if, on the
other hand, a person perceives that the event is the result Of
his own actions, he is referred to as an "internal Control"
type of perso1.18 The latter type of perSon will tend to become
involved in the various participatory processes iii. society.

However, the person who sees chance or fate as the
primary factor in the 'outcome of events is generally passive
in orientation,19 As society has become more complex and
man has become less able to signific ly affect his destiny,
he has become more passive;

All people continually are faced with the problem of
deCiding whether what happens to them is contingent On
their behavior and can be controlled by their own actions, or
whether it depends on luck, the intervention of strong
outside forces, or influences they cannot understand. Modern
man has realized that there are few new frontiers toconquer

Sand few opportunities for meaningful decision making in.
society.

As a result of the menacing and uncertain future,, modern
man has lost a sense of self - worth. This loss of self-worth
leaves our lives significantly depreciated and increases the
rate of breakdown of conditions requisite to human dignity.
With the loss of a sense of self-worth comes a loss of a sense
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of community. The mycelium that connects all programs of
community education is the quest to create a new sense of

,individual self-irorth. Without a sense, of self-worth man
escpaes into privatism, with the accompanying sensgof
alienation, Only by coming into personal contact with ,one
another can we be expected to treat each other with respect
and justice. Without personal relationships built on a sense
of concern, our instincts for humanity are blunted. If a
person has no meaningful involvement with the life of the
community he will lose his ability to have _a sense of concern
for his fellow man. Individuals will no longer feel strength
'and-self-worth, but, instead they will feelTear and
hopelessness. They will truly begin to lead lives of quiet

. .
desperation.T,he community education process is aimed at bringing

people back into face-to-face contact with their
neighbors. It is aimed 'at helping citizens recapture a sense
of involvement. People willargin to realize that they are
impaskant and that their individual and collective actidns can
affect their lives. and the quality of life in their comTunity.
Only by actual, involvement can real commitment ocCur.
People will begin to feel a sense Of security and only then will
they be able to risk new experiences. .

- Community education is a process that helps citizens to
reinvest themselves in the total life of their community.
Through this involvement individuals will begin to accept
their responsibility. to the larger society. In order for a person
to have a sense of self-worth s/he must first believe that s/he
is valued and must in -turn value others. The community
education process is aimed at nurturing the development of
this awakening.

Communities are like people in that if they have no sense
of mission or purpose they will wither and die. For a
community.to live it must be populated by people who act

,and belieye that the survival of the community is important
to them. With the eclipse of a sense of community has come
a significant loss in humanity. There must be a steady and
deep sense of relatedness in order for people to have t sense
of well-being. ParticipatiOn in the common life of the /
community must grow, its branches must Widen and its .

roots spread." )
The most important result of our effective and

comprehensiVe process of community education !knot how
many degrees are awarded, or how many courses are taught,
or how many credits are earned. The most important,result
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is the change in an individual's* attitude toward her/himself
and toward her/his community. ?

Although there are many exciting examples of community
colleges, public schools, recreation commissions facilitating
the peocess of community education,. it must be remembered
that community education is a concept, it is not a proper,
name that designates a specific singular entity. Community
education is a generic term that refers to a wise range of
relationships and designs of programs. it is a general
understanding that has emerged from a series bf specific
occurrences.

Every agency and organization that considers itself
Involved in the process of improving the quality of lifen its
community is a potential participant or initiator of the
process Of community education. Each service agency must
have service to the people as its primary concern. Agencies
must not see themselves "as having been creatidto intervene
in some manner in the life of the community: They must
perceive themselves as elements of the community. The only
legitimate measure of success is the total health of the
community.2'

Community education is a process of.mobilizing all of
human and physical resources of the colbmunity and
directing the energy generated toward the goal of helping
eachindlvidual to achieve the Highest level of self-worth and
personal growth possible. Each organization and each
individual must be provided with the opportunity to
contribute to and benefit from this process.

For some the ideas presented.in this essay are new. For
others the ideas are old, but they are perceived as
unobtainable dreams. Anyone mho wishes to lead his or her
organization into deeper involvement in the p /6cess of
community education must be prepared to come into conflict
with the system. The system is the way things arethe
pittterns of operations and the structures that currently
exist. The system is not good or bad, it is Just there. Many
people are comfortable with the system as it currently exists,'
they like the order and the structure. In'order for progress to
be made toward the development of a process of community
education, people must be willing to modify existing
structures and patterns of operation to make them more
responsive to the changing needs of the. communities.

The community education process hal implications for all
agencies. It is a process that is in a continual state of change
writing its next chapter: It is a process that has the potential
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to be a -significant positive force for individual and
community improvement. Therole of the community
educator is not to provide direction, nor is it to provide. the
framework or superstructure for the process.. There is no one
community educator in a community, but each person can
become a community educator to the extent that he or she

imakes a commitment to work toward the total health and
growth of each individual that comes into contact with their
agency. When the process of community education 1,..s begun
the potential for both growth and service is multiplietl.22

Dr. Shoop is Director of the Kansas Centerfot
Community Education, College of Education, at
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas.
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.-CommunityEducation and the
) Community College: Problems and
Promise

by Clyde Le Tarte

Community Education in the next decade will not
continue as it has. It will change just as surely and juit

as dramatically as the community colleges that embrace it.
The next tweifty-years will, for all of education, be
tumultuous, frighteningand regengrative. They will root out
old sacred cows and require w services and structure. The
educational enterprise will either ond, or be replaced.
This forced change will forge a new unto
traditionally been a component part of educat on community
education) and the institution itself, creating,little
distinction between the goals of the entire institution and
those of the community education unit Within.

Throughout the development of community education in
the schools and the community colleges, the concept, when
accepted, has been assigned to some administrative unit
within the institution. In community colleges, this has
usually been.the division of community service; or adult, or

. continuing education. In doing this, many activities have
been initiated and pursued that are supportive of the
community education philosophy, and many institutional
services have been expanded and tied more directly to
community needs. This approach also has left the remainder
of the Institution often untouched by community education
concepts. In considering the three major component parts of
theconupunity college -- university transfer: career education,

etween what has
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d community servicethe third and often. unequal
omponent part of community service has often been the
nly component in the collegeat all affected by the

community education philosophy.
.

Community educators have expressed for years the goal of
establishing the philosophy of community educatton as the

- overriding philosophy of the entire educational enterprise.

"To think of community educationaa a
separate program superimposed upon
existing schools destroys the concept at its
inception. TO think in term" of community
education as a simple extension of an '
obsolete education system that has serious
problem' and is in danger of failing of its
own dead weight is also a misconception....
One should not visualize a binmetnity school
program as the frosting placed on-the
educational cake. Community Education is
the cake. w."1

The direction suggested, then, should be one meted with
enthusiasm, with'excitement, and with a sense of finally
reaching the goal to which we have aspired. But will it be?
Or will the crumbling of old empires, past priorities, and
modified,structures create a self-protectionist counter
movement among our community service leadership that. in
the finalanalysis, may doom the very idea that they set out
to promote.

To understand the potential for integrating the philosophy
of community education with that of the community college
itself, it p.necessary to look at the philoSophical under-
pinnings of both movements. In understanding what we now
are, one can then look to the future and potential
rearrangements of structure, purpose, and service.

..
Community Education

Community Education, in the simplest 'sense, is an
educational philosophy that suggests that public

education should attempt to broadly serve the educational
needs of avery diverse community and should use the
resources available to improve the quality of life in a

..community through education. It focuses upon using all of
the education resources of the community, not just thoge
found in the communities'traditional Vducational centers"
such a--the_public schools and commuriity college.
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A More formal definition might be:
4 . :'Community Education is a philosophical

concept which serves the entire community
by providing for all of the educational needs
of all Writs community members. It uses the
local school to serve as the catalyst for
bringing community resources to bear on
community problems in an effort to develop a
positive sense of community, improve
community living, anO-develop tint
community process toward the ein1h)f
self actualization.'°

Actepting this concept in the past has -led to the initiation
or several programmatic and instructional objectives common
to most community education efforts:

[Service to the traditional student population of a-
school should be expanded and broadened.
providing enrichment opportunities not normally
available.

New and expanded opportunities shoul be
provided to all with educational needs, n gt
those traditionally served. The concept of school
becoming the educational center of the entire
community, with unique programs and services
available to serve the heterogeneity of that
community is an integral part of this concept.

Expanded utilization of facilities to assure
maximum utilization of taxpayer investment
should be pursued.
Expanded involvement of the community in the
instructional process. coupled with the
acceptance of a primary role in assuring
coordination of community support systems and
services needs encouragement develcipment.

In general, these concepts have been incorporated by pu-
blic schools and copmunity colleges in distinct units within
the administrativOtructure. The level at which these units
are placed wit kix that structure,has been dependent upon
the priority even and/or the "surphks" money available.

Tie point is, however, that, -in-the past, particular compo-
nents of the system have been given responsibility for carry-.
ing out community education objectives, leairing the rest of
the institution to go on about the business of pursuing other
areas of concern and interest.

28 ') 4
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The Community college
Pr he historical approich to community education de-
A scribed here has clearly been pursued in the community

college movement. Through titles such as bommunify service
division, continuing education, adult education, etc., the
concepts of expanded service to a nontraditional audience,
expanded use of facilities, and broadened involvement of the
community In their instructional programs have all been
established as a secondary rather than primary thrust of the .

college.
Depending upon the degree of commitment, tpese unfts

given these responsibilities have traditionally pursued adivi-
ties that may include:

noncredit special interest class
extension offerings for credit and noncredit
community, and cultural activities . ,..

suppor:t service to the nontraditional student (adult
reentry, women's programs, adult counseling, etc.)

In pursuing these efforts, the community college has
clearly provided a very real and important service to the
various communities served. Facility utilization ha.s been
expanded as people are served in new and innovative ways.
Citizenswho were long past thinking of themselves as
learners or students have-returned to take advantage of
programs provided. Cultural activities and community events
have revitalized and uplifted communities.

What has lippened as community service units have
grown within the community college has been a positive
thruSt, and the philosophy of community education has -
expanded through this and has been well served. 7

What its Next?
While- stating uncategorically that community service ef-
forts of the past have been successful and desetve com-

mendation, the question still left unanswered is: What next?
Will existing structures remain, simply expanding existing
services and becoming increasingly sophisticated in encou-
raging community members to participate? I think not(

1. The nontraditional learner, has become traditional.
We often state without thinking that the average*
age of a community college student is 28and
that the nevi projection is "38 in '88. . ." When we
relate this simple fact to our existing structures
and emphasis that are designe4 to serve the
eighteen, nineteen, and twenty-year-old students
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can we doubt that change is in or.dery.And:if the
entire college moves to truly accept the nontradi-
tional student as its, focal, point; do we really
believe that a subunit of that system cad still
maintain the same identity.and program tthat is
possessed in the past?

Several examples of he impact of this are in order.

Adult reentry p ograms have emerged owl the,
last ten years to assist returning adults to, ac-,
climate themselves to college life..Thesepi.o
grams are traditionally staffed by a one- or two-
person office serving a limited number of indi-
viduals. Admission offices, however, 'are deigned
to serve the mainstream student of the caffpus.
They are usually large and complex systems pro-
cessing hUndreds and thou nds of applications.'
As our student population e

h
omes older and

the,mainstream student becomes the adult. isn't
it logical that services provided through our tra-
ditional admission and counseling offices will in-
creasingly be oriented to their rieeds?'And When
this happens, what. unique service Will adult
reentry provide? .

Id In the area of career education. many commun-
ity-servic dimensions have developed new and
unique ograrns to serve'career needs of adults.
Seminars d workshops. compressed training
progranis, unusual scheduling formatg, and'in-
plant as Well as on-campus programming have
all created §igniticant enrollments and service, .
As the primary thrust of the college moves to-
ward the same maiket now being serviced
through the community service .clivision,. is it hot-

, logical to ask why the division of career educate
tiqn with its large investment in career special-.-
ists and equipment will notassume that role 1-2

also? And.-when they do, what is then unique
about the.role provided through the community t
'service division?

4.
In the same sense, other programmaticcompo:

, nents of the community service division will lose
identity as the college incorporates community
education goals as,its own.

.



2, Unique and diverse service will become the cornerstone
of the community college structure. '

Diversity certainly exists now on community
college campuses. The comprehensive
community college is indeed comprehensive,
providing a variety of services that fit many
unique needs. The need to reCognize and serve
increasingly diverse groups will continue to
expand, however. K. Patricia Gross in a speech
recently delivered to a group of college presidents
describes this issue with an analogy to our super
highways:

!'For years, we have been building additional
access ramps to Colleges, and mareraild more
congestion occurs. When Congestion becomes,
too great, we add a lane here or a. lane there.

here is no problem with this approach as -
long as everyone travels at roughly the same
speed and in the same direction. In taking
this approach, we have handled a great
,expansion in numbers and types of vehicles.
VW's, race cars, Mack trucks, and jalopies
now travel our expressways. We now have
significant diversity. But what happens when
we start getting slow drivers who Irma to
drive in the fast lane, people who can't read
road signs or Who have never drivenbefore,

. and others who'don't know where they are ,
goingor even why they are on the highway?"
As the need to expand diversity in our offerings
continues, and as'the traditional college student

' population desitnes, our colleges will move to A
Incorporate service to this diverie clientele asithe
priniary thrust of the college. Once again,
divisions of community service that
initiated programs and activities In this
direction may be overwhelmed by this
restructuring.

3. Less attention wtll be p id to the issue of credit and
more to the utilitarian imp tree of the offering.

As greater emphas; i paced on the simple
necessity of ea a living, the importance of
courses that are ated to job advancement and .

a
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. r
skill improvements will replace the current
issues related to credit' and course 111110,

transferability. As credit,becomes less important,
changes in the entire fundirig structure may
occur that will blur the distinction that presently
exists related to which courses full-time faculty
teach. As full-time faculty begin to teach
non-credit courses With federal and/or state
financial support, the division of community
services may find an area of emphasis within the
divisional empire once again moving into the
college mainstream.

hile pany othet economic, social, and political forces
Wwill affect the situation, it seems probable that the
philosophy. of community education will be moved more and
more into the mainstream of the college, leaving some
question as to the future role of the division of community
service.

This leaves an interest ng di emma that must be
addressed. While it is ind ossibje (probable) that the
concepts of community education will remain viable and
become firmly/entrenched in our educational structure, it is
equally feasible that the professionals and the organizational"
units that have created this opportunity may be lost..

This may not be problematic and perhaps should not be of
concern to us. Perhaps we should say at this point that
finally community education will have reached the holy grail
and that will be enough. Our community college philosophies
will have becOme the philosophy of community education. , 1

I am not domfortable.with this. I have an uneasy.feeling
that something very important-Willi be lost fo the, educational
enterprisesomething that perhaps isn't part of the
community education philbsophy itself but rather inherent
in the people that have-pursued it. f.

It has been my experience that commtioty educators have . ,

Teen fflat group in tile educational enterprise that are the
most creative, most attuned to external needs:and interests,
and most concerned about truly serving the community, To
dismantle that structure, may well excise the creative
component of the *institution that is so necessary kir future
growth, future change, and future viability and vitality.

Because I support the concept of community education,
but also want to assure acontinuing and expanded role for
our divisions of community services, I believe The folloiring .
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concepts should be considered:
a. ' As the college moves to serve increasingly

unique and individualizedpeeds," a greater
sophistication in needs assessment will be
required. As a component of innovative
programming, a major thrust of the
division sholeild be in the development of
techniques and competence in needs
assessment and community demographic
research. Along with expanded abilities for
-accurate community research, a parallel
need to maintain the human touch in
education eontinues. While much can be
leatned from data, itncomplete without
the interaction of-those to be perved.

, Community assessment alp° requires the
development of stricture and mechanisms
that assure people-to-people input
involving-Reople beyond questionnaires
and paper and pencil assessments.

b. As programs are increasingly taken off
campus, quality control and management
of these activites becomes a major issue....
By refoclisin e external
program is compo nts of community
service, wi a renewsd phasis on
quality assurance, anoim oon arid
necessary role is pursued i : probably'
can be done better by this division than
any either.

c. Divisions bf community service should
accept the role of experimenter,' innovator,
developer of new programs' and,direetions.
Further, it should be understood that the
objectivp of' this effort is development and
that as programs and ideas prove
successful, other administrative units of
the college should asse- management
responsibilities. Just as major industries
have research and 'development centers,,
community colleges also need to' recognize
a need for this activity and incorporate a
structure for creating new ideas and
programs and moving them into the
mainstream of the collegial.



d. As revenue sources Orink4,11e problems
in maintaining a comprehensive
community college increase. Numerous

4 programs of a short-term or
compressed -time nature can be pursued

with business and induWyand at a
profit. Americartbusiness today spends
billions on training.' retraining. and

- educating their employees. Many
companies are looking for support and - t
expertise in Phis area and are willing to
pay for it. Opportunities exist for serving
thebnsiness community, assisting the

.

unemployed and underemployed. and _

providing significant revenue tg maintiln
the viability of the college. Com
service needs to become more

-entrepreneural in its approach and more
'aware of the important financial base that
it can provide the institution

Summary

.141
e community college is on the verge of incorporating the

philosophy of community education as the focal point of
its mission. .It Sill no longer,be one component of many in
the comprehensive community college, but rather the
common thread around which other programs, activities,.,
and services exist. In moving to this central position, the
division of community services which has created and
nurtured.tlie coitcept is in danger of losing identity and .
purpose. A new rote definition for community service
divisions is necessary which, if pursued, will assure even
greater Importance in the future. Part of this new role must
include experimentation, expanded programming off campus
with corresponding increases in quality control, expansion of
college revenue sources and community needs assessment
and demographic :rarch.,

, . 4

Dr.J,CTartre is President of Jackson Community
College in Jackson, Michigan.
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laiROving. the
Health of the Body Politic

by Janiis F. Gq1lattschiak

The Patient .

ale of the major problems encountered by those who
tudy, plan for, and work tn community education and

community development is that of the general lack of a
,comprehensive image or model ofwhat a community is, not
only on the part of planners and workers but also on the part
of other community, leaders and the community itself. To risk
a cliche, it 16'a forest too easily obscured by the trees.
Communitiei 11.aa- been examined and described in alniobt
every way possiblyet most frequently such descriptions

- have contained only the sum of the parts of communities and
not the whole. What has been overlooked most often is not

- merely a particular constituency nor a specific set of .
problems but rather the- past, current, and pdtential roles
vasatta-elements of thecommupity have played or may play
in the ongoing development of the community and the very
importarit relationships betWeen these elements'. Not haling
a clear image of the total whole of the communit)thas
hampered efforts to plan more effectively and to take steps to
femedy communityproblems. ,
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It may be helpful to think of a community as-a cornPlex
living organism. A community is composed of many parts,
each with a variety of actualized and potential functions. At'

; any given time some elements may be weak and.others
strong. Some may be functioning to the benefit of the whole.
while others may be contributing to its detriment just as.a
malfunctioning organ may jeopardize the wellbeing of the
living organism. Some of the parts may be functioning
together to maximize results while others nasty actually be
working against each other. A community also has a general
state of health which may range from optimal to minimal. Its
optiMal state of health, not unlike that of the living

..organism, would require that it possess all themedessary
elements, that all elements function well, and that they are
ouable of reacting to internal and external stimuli in such °a
manner that they work together for the well-being of the
whole.

Like living organisms, communities are seldom in a static
condition. A community, like a human body, is a dynamic
system with many interrelated parts performing functions of
their own and each contributing in varying ways and degrees
to the statue of the system as a whole. Moving toward the
future with the imprint of the past and the exigencies of the
present, they are constantly buffeted by forces of change. The
body /community is impinged upon by stresses and strains of
internal and external forces and is therefore in a constant
state of fluxgrowing and deteriorating} strengthening and
weakening, solving problems and being defeated by
problemsa continuous struggle to optimize changing
conditions. -

Irmight be useful a this point to look at the elements
which make up a community, those elements that catibe
examined to determine the community's health and with
winch one can work to improve it. The variety and functions
of the myriad of organs, limbs, and other parts of the human
anatomy and the way'they interact to'maintaid the state of
health of the individual are fairly well known. (Current
literature and research indicate,. howeverthat even in
medicine more attention has-been given to diagnosis and
treatment of parts' than to the whole and only now is the
total interaction of all the elements of the body becoming of
real concern.)

There are, of course, many components in a community
which affect and ultimately determine the total quality of the
community. Some would be man-made facilities such as 4, 41
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parks, buildings, and roads. Some would be environmental
such as climate and natural resources. The most important
in terms of control.bf the state of health of the community
would be those elements composed of peCple because only
people are capable of thoughtful concern for development.
People can overcome adverse environmental conditions. but
the reverse is not true.

ruhile there are an endless number of ways of classifying
WV human elements of communities, for purposes of this

,discussion it may suffice to consider six broad*categories
which must be considered in any plan to improve a
communityassociations, institutions, agencies,
businesses, constituencies, and individual effecters. Just as .
an organ of the body is a group of cells put together in a
certain way for a particular function, so are these elements of
a community made up of individuals joined together in
certain ways for particular functions. While one individual
acting alone may have a great impact on a community, it is
most often groups of individuals who Must become mobilized
for important and lasting change to occur. For the purposes
of this paper such organizations and individuals are
categorized and defined as follows:

Associations are groups of persons acting together for a
particular purpose. Membership is generally voluntary and,
except for a few paid professionals and other Staff in some
large associafions, most participants receive no monetary
compensation although dues are frequently charged to
operate the organization. Most clubs, societies, and leagues
would fall into this category. Of all the elements in a
community, associations are probgbly the most numerous
and the most varied in terms of size, complexity, purpose,
and general effectiveness.

Institutions are establishments created for the purpose of
some objective,generally one of public good such as
education, religion, health, or charity. Churches, schools,
colleges, asylums, hospitals, libraries, museums, and some
theaters are institutions. Institutions are usually more
formally structured than associations, frequently involving,,
legal incorporation. They4are more likely to own or lease
buildings and other facilities for their own and/or public use.
There are generally more paid staff members performing
services and the public may be involved through
memberships, for which a fee is usually charged or a

- contribution expected, or through payment for services.
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Institution may be tax-supported or independeri
usually n profit.

Age es are Working arms of federal; state, or ocal
ment such as courts, boards, commissions, law

enforcement and welfare units, parks and recreation
departments, and planning council; to- name but a few.
Agencies are tax-supported but May charge fees. They are
chartered in law or regulation. They may be service or control
oriented.

Businesses are generally self-evidenCThey operate for
profit, selling goods and/or services. They involve the people
of the community either through'employment or as
customers.

Constituencies are groups of individuals with one or more'
common characteristics such as need, interest, problem, age,
handicap, nationality, or sex. Constituencies may or may not
be organized in any manner, although Many, the elderly and .

the handicapped for example, are forming associations to put
organized pressure on the community and government to
provide services. Constituencies, are a convenient way of
inventorying the public.; however, it must be remembered
that many individuals may be included in several'
constituency groups while others may not fit readily into any
of the more frequently identified constituencies. It must also
be remembered that the more organized and vocal a
constituency is, the more likely it is to be recognized yet its
vocal ability reveals nothing significant about its size, the
seriousness of its needs, or its capabilities as a community
resource.

Individual Effecters are those persons who, although they
may function within or from the base of an organization or a
constituency, Must be singled out as arrelement of the

,community because of the effect their opinions, words,
actions, and support have in and on the community, beyond
any oneprganization or constituency. Tirey may gain such
positions for a variety of reasons such as wealth, social .
iposition, effectiveness as a leader, political poWer, business
influence, or personality. Individual effecters are not always
obvious. Careful, scrutiny of the poviers at work Sin' a --
community may reveal that while many people operate on the
surface with much attention, some of the people who-may be
extremely effective are seldom or neverpublicly visible.

Lines between categories may be difficult to distinguish: Is
a proprietary schdol a business or an institution? Is a public
tax-supported college an institution or an arm of, government
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and therefore an agency? Is a private hospital an institution
or business? It is important toy remember that division into
categories is for purposes of discussion and analyse' and
need not be rigid. The major purpose of the group should be
the distinguishing factor since it is this major purpose that
ultimately determines the role the group may play in the
development of the community.

It may also be important to remember that because of
constraints and limitations of its particular structure, one
type of organization may creata sub-organization of a
different type to perform a fUnction the parent group could
not. For example, a museum (an. institution) may create a
guild or a "friends of the museum" group (an association) in
order to avoid the limitations inherent in a legally

. incorporated institution or to make it easier to involve
volunteers. A corporation fa business) may form a foundation
(an association or an institution) in order to gain the best
advantages from corporate philanthropy. A college (an
institution) may create a business to conduct some
profit-making enterprise. If such spin-offs are ignored, an
important organization in terms of community. development
could be overlooked.

As man has evolved he has developed the ability to think
about the status of his physical and mental well-being.

While there is certainly much left to be learned,tood health
practices involving physical examinations; diet; rest;
exercise; proper medication; and the repair, removal, or
replacement of parts of the body have increased man's
chances for optimal health many times over tVse provided
by instinct in lower animals. Man can avoid many if not all
unhealthy circumstances or at least protect himself from
harmful stimuli. He can analyze the results of changing
conditions on hiS body and take steps to avoid them or
repair damage done, He has learned much about how to
maximize his natural recuperative.proccsses.

At this pOint our analogy runs out. We have not learned
how toessesi the health or cure the ills of the body politic
and as a result much that happens occurs tik chance.
Concern for the real causes of poor health of communities is
not widespread, although concern for the results may at
times become very political and great attention given to
treating the symptoms. The status of our knowledge of how
to improve community health is,,unfortunately, not far
beyond the witch doctor or perhaps the home remedy stage
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&medicine. SOme of what we do seems to work but not
always in the.way or for the reasons expected. .

It is assumed by this writer that ascitizens should be
at least as concerned with the health of our communities as
with oqr personal health and that learning how to diagnose to
and prescribe for the ills of communities should become a
national priority. The.relationship between individuals and
communities is one of mutual interdependency. Only people
can strengthen communities but individuals in turn depend
upon communities for their strength. When communities
weaken, individuals lose the support systems which enable
them to function effectively as membeis of the community.
Eventually the individual cannot help the commtihity nor the,
community the individual.

It will not be possible in this paper, even if the writer knew
all the answers, to lay out a detailed plan of what should be
done. There is too much that is not knOwn and too much
untried. What can be done is to point the way toward needed
discussion, research, study, and expethnentation in three
areasassessment, prescription, and treatment.

Examining the Patient
Returning fpr a moment to the comparison with the
human.body. we must note that there Is a significant

difference between living organisms and communities. Unlike
living organisms, communities are not created biologically
with a genetic program which specifies the parts the
organism should possess and a pattern fore development that
has proven successful through evolution. There is not even a
reasonable assurance that a communitywill possess the
needed elements nor that growth and development will be
orderly and effectiye,4Community assessment then-becomes
at least as important to those who would improve the
community as the physical examination to the physician.
- We have long talked about needs assessment and indeed
some colleges have undertaken extensive prOgrams and know
a great deal about the needs of their communities. What we
are coming to understand that therAoncept of needs
assessment has most often been taken fiom a unilateral
point of viewto find needs the college canineet. Such an
assessment is only a marketing strategy. Community .
analysis must go beyond any ooncept of needs assessment
now existing. In community analysis we seekto determine.
the total state of health of the community: More specifically
we seek to fihd answers to such questions as the f011owing:

1.0
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What organizations, constituencies, and individual effecters
exist in the community? What are their past, present, and
potential functions? How do they carry out their-functions?
How effective have they been in the past and how effective are
they now? Who are their members and their leadership?
Which elements cooperate with which others? How do they
view other elements? What commitments do they have
toward community improvement and,in what areas? Are they
interested in establishing new liaisons? What significant
elements are missing in the community? In what areas.is the
community strong and weak? What are the community's
most pressing problems7What forces are affecting the
community and iniwhat ways? What can be predicted about
the future forhe community? .

These and Many, other areas would be explored in a true
community analysis. The outcome would be a description of
the state of health of the community and would become the
base upon which to build a program of community
development. In order to be useful, such a description of the
community would have to be accurate, comprehensive, and
current. in addition to being unilateral searches for. market.% -
most needs assessments have been more akin to a one-time
snapshot than a monitoring system providing continuous,
up-to-date information. It is doubtful that a model exists that
would provide the information called for above on a
continuous basis, but the development of one is certainly not
beyond the capability of several community colleges acting
consort or of a national association with the assistance of
appropriate funding.

Such a model would probably begin with a comprehensive
description of the elements of the community, attempting to A
answer the questions listed above and others about as many
associations, institutions, agencies, businesses,
constituencies, and individual effecters as can be identified.
Beyond merely describing an element, an attempt should be
made to establish Et system for updating the information:
This would require that a connecting link between the
institution doing the assessing and each element in the
community be establisped. These links would eventually
create the beginning of a network through which
collaborative efforts can be instigated. The completed
description of a community would need to be examined for
missing elements. Such gaps might be found most easily in
the process of comparing needs with resources.

Answers to general questfons about the community such

.
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as its most pressing needs. Its future, its strengths and
weaknesses should be developed by many organizations and
Constituencies in the community working together. One will
find.that in most communities a number of organizations
have already developed such information. For example,
television and radio stations must poll community leaders
periodically about community needs and problems in order
to renew their licenses. Chambers of Conimerce regularly
study needs of their nitmbers in. order to provide service or
lobby for corrective legislation. Many organizations have
gathered such information order to apply for grants from
public or private sources. Merely polling all of the identified
organizations and constituencies in the community with '
regard to these questions would provide interesting 5pd
extremely useful data.

Prescribing for the Patient
The purpciSe of community asbeisment 4s, of course, to
establish the base for planning for community

development. Assuming that the data have been gathered,
have been reviewed by representatives of a variety of
community organizations and representatiyes of various

,constituencies, and have been analyzed and arranged by
persons trained in community development, what are they
likely to tell us? At the simplest level, the data should reveal
priority needs or problems in the community and resources
existing in the community that can meet or solve them. If

4 such resources do not exist, their absence identifies, a gap in
the resources of the community which needs to be filled
either by an existing organization's taking on new functions
or the creation of a new element,

The data should enable plaimers to prescribe remedies for.
current community ills and take steps to prevent future '1
problems. By revealing the capabilities, mutual interests, and
established relationships between elements In the -
community, the asse,ssment data make it possible for many
collaborative efforts to become established. The data will
probably,reveal a surprising number of associations,
institutions, agencies, and businesses already deeply involved
in community education and community development. What
is most often lacking is coordination and cooperation. -

Ideally the process will result in a plan that will allow every
element in the community an opportunity to receive help
with its own problems and projects, - create connections
through which various elements can assist each other, and
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develop immtiate and long-range plans for unified attacks
on significant current and future community needs and
problems. Again, it is doubtful that a model for such a
comprehensive plan exists. Research and ekperimentation
are needed to develop model approaches 10 coordinated
community developMent.

Mating the Pgtient
Inhere are as many.types of remedies for community ills as
AL there are problems. A lack of playgrounds, inadequate

tr-L7-aisportation systems, or inability to necessary
public utifftiesaterepresentative of them y types bf
,community needs that could require attention. This paper,
however, will deal with one remedyeducation. Education, in
the broade t sense of the word, is the proc ss of facilitating
growth, c ange, and develOpment in people. le education
cannot a ne solve all community problems, no other'-'
solutions to community problems can be lasting or
meant ul without education.

Urban enewal, for example, brought about physical
changes cities but did little to assist peoplecbecause there
were few any efforts to help people renew themselves.
Decaying eas of communities were leveled and sparkling
new buildings erected. The people were simply moved
elsewhere, and planners were surprised to find they
continued to have the same problems. Low-income housing
developments have been built and the developers dismayed at
the "ingratitude" of the tenants who took no better care of
the new apartments than of the'slum tenaments they left.
Again, people were not helped to change. ,

While it is understood that educational institutions do not
have a monopoly on community education and that real
community development must involve as many individuals
and groups as possible, it is assumed by this writer that
community colleges, of all social and educational
institutions. are the most logical to assume leadership in
improving the health of the community. Many community
colleges have had a history of concern for the) ommunities.
They have long ago moved out-into their co* ities to offer
courses and services. They have gained expgr ce in vs
collaborating'and-cooperating with other orgtizations
the community. Community colleges exist in &EV-State and
serve a great many communities. Where other organizations
may have taken the lead, community colleges should move
forward to assist in every way.

2
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The processes of community analysis arid planning
'described briefly above should ,haveathered signiflpant data

and devtlopea practical approaChes to coordinated problem
solving.. The next step is to mobilize a groupof organiiatioris:'
and individuals with knowledge of each other and willing to
work together to improve the community. The role each can
play most effectively in solving particular problems must be
established and the types of collaboration each is Interested
in and capable of should become known. ,Most important of
all, many elements in the community must, for thtfirst
time, look beyond their own immediate needs and interests
to the brOader issues of community developMent and-the
roles they can and should play that.

Ideally a steering cotnmtttee will have been established to
conduct the analysis. The same steering committee with
some modification may become the steering committee tor
the action phase. This group can help establish priorities
and assign tasks. It.can also se ii* as an arbiter for-life-ft.
disputes that May ariqe as'questions of surf and traditions
corne up. 0 ;

The community college willing to assume leadership;in
improving community he4lth must understand the difference
between commu ty educition and education kr Community
developthent. _eta munity eddcation is,prOt decfb
educ ational I tions, and 6y a SuOrfsing nujnber o
non-educatio rganizations. Community education M

t V_44S, serve,kOnly lielp4iidiVidUal citizens furtliF their, ,
eiltteational goals; ,While there can be noquestionthat a., ,-
13etter equeated,eitizenry certainly enhances a corruntinity4,

-
community develOptrkerft goes furtherpand more isldemanded

,ollts leaders and partictparigWhen community eduCation
planrtcd; drganize'd, and',eated,,O4t-to Meet not only
diviaual needs but the,broadetneeds of the community

large, then coinmanity delielopmecinnaY oCour.jo do do
requires plannft and coorcpriatiolg ofTprocessy ch
includes assessment of those, commaRI. nee& as 11 as the;
available community resources4dellopi aiplan for
commun ori°ent in cooperation withAlge:Its4of t
commun

h
ing for educational aetivitfe oselyies.

and tion.pf t e entire endeavor ,.°°10eI -w. ;" ^r;

Choice or Postmortem , °Vo
Twost phySicians re ize that good health cannot be e:
Alitnaintained for Ion through external means. An° pfrin
may stop .a headache to porarily but 'caonot dirt
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A banchid,maf be an excellent first aid device, but it is only
a band aid. The most effective medicine is that which allows
the body and its parts to grow stronger and, in a sense, cure
itself. Practicing such medicine requires an intimate
knOwledge of the total body and the role played by each part
in maintaining the health of the body. Improving community
health is probably much the same. Improvements created
and sustained by and through external fo'rces do not 11.1 g
about lasting improvements. Some community services re,
"band aid" help for the community and as such may be
important, but,they must be recognized for what they
are---teworary relief for problems for which real cure4eFd
to be developed.

.Programs that help the elements of tile community become
more alert to problems, stronger and therefore better able to
solve problems, more aware of each other, more concerned
about the community itself, and more concerted about the
community's health iingeneral can bring about real and
lasting change in the duality of life in the community.
Planning such-programs requires intimate knowledge of the
communitiand, not only recognition of the role each of its
vital organs can play in creating and maintaining good
community health, but also a willingness to allow each
element to become involved in the process. The development
of such knowledge and understanding is necessary if our.**
communities are to provide the life support systems needed
for their citizens in the Complex, rapidly changing world that
is upon us. This writer submit's that learning hOw to work
with the various elements which comprise the total
.communitytshould become a foremost priority for community
colleges in lice 1980s.

*

Dr..Gollattselieek is President of Valencia
Community College in Orlando, Florida
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The Evolution of Community Education
in Cominupity and Junioir Colleges

An analysis of the recent update to the 1976
Survey conducted by the
Center for Community Education

by Robert B. oung
Tn 1976, the Center for Community Education at AACJC
4 conducted a 'national survey of community education ,
services and programs in community and junior colleges. A
follow-up study was made "ot community education programs
and services in 1981. This chapter offers the 'results of this,

ef econtstudy: in relation to the 1976 survey, and fn relation
to some issues about the theory and practice of community
education.'

For the 1976 study questionnaires were sent to all 1275
communityand junler colleges in the nation, and 855,were
returned (67%). In 1981, 300 qmsslionnaires were sent to a
random sample of community and ntor colleges, and 209
were returned.(70%). The 1981 questionnpire was an
abridged version of its predecessor, Focusing on the
characteristics, administration, funding, and cooperative
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effbrts of community education programs, it did not include
questions about" thetypesVsf offerings, the courses and
services, of those programs'. ,4 (.

The follow-up study provilles an opportunity to examines
the evolution of community education in community and
junior colleges, Its data illuminate and sharpen theOpinions
that have been offered" in the preyious chapters of this
monograph. They provide an opportunity to compare the
ideas of the Roundtable participants to the 'realities of
community education in community and junior colleges.

The Roundtable examined the evolution of community
education "to see*where we are now in view of what we have
done and consider what vire should do next in the coming

dears. "' The participants identified several cbnceptual and
practical issues that have affected the growth of community
education, and the role of the Center for Community
education AACJC in that growth.

The major conceptual issues involved the impact of
education on society and the definition of the term
"community education" inside and outside of the community
college. Practical issues that emerged from the Roundtable
discussions were funding, cooperation among the agencies
that provide community education programs, the status of
community education in community and junior colleges and,
especially, the development of instructors as community
educators, the need forongoing,assessments of community
needs, and the future role of the Association as a national
coordinator for the development of community education.

Issues From the-Ikata

Most
of the Roundtable issues also were raised by the data

from the two nationalAtuclies of community education
'programs. The 1976 study revealed that funding,
coopera\ion, and staff 'development were issues that affected
programs. This data showed that community education
programs profited from the use of diverse sources of funds.
Also, in 1976, many corOes supported the idea of ^

cooperation with-other agencies, but they rarely put this idea
' into practice. Finally, the 1976 study revealed that the

training of special community education instructors lagged
behind their employment in the programs of
community/junior-colleges.

"In 1981, the respondents were asked to identify the
"critical issues, directions, and-trends in community.

4education that AACJC should focus upon during the next
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three to five years." Five major issues were identified, and
forehlost among these was the funding of programs.
Fifty-Your references were made to the funding of programs,.
twice as.many references as for any other issue. Twenty-seven
references were made about the cooperation or conflict
between community /junior colleges other agencies that
offer community-based courses d services. Tied for third.
with 16 comments, were general issues about the
development of society, and concerns about the status of
community a ucat:iim_yrithin community/junior colleges
especially in regard to staff development. The fifth issue
involved the meaningof the term. "community education,"
and the need to communicate its precise meaning
throughout society. Twelve references were made about this
issue.

The data.from the 1976 and 1981 studies correspond to
the concerns of the Roundtable discussants. The-remainder
bf this chapter will discuss those concerns in greater detail.
In order, the chapter will present tnformation from the
studies about: cooperation among community education,,
agencies, funding. staff development issues, conceptual
concerns, and community assessments,

Cooperation

C
ommunity college§ want to cooperatewith other agencies
in the provision of community-based education. Over the

past five years, attitudes about this cooperation have
-remained positive and stable. and the reality of cooperations

has increased.
In both national studies, approximately eight of every

ten administrators belieVed that community Wieges
were not replicating other agencies when the)) Offered ji
community-based courses and services. The same number
also believed that community colleges would not loSe their
control,of these courses arieservices if they cooperated withr,\
other agencies. In both studies, about,six of every ten
administrators thought that educational benefits would not
accrue from any competition betweea.aemmunity colleges
and othenagencies. The same proportion even ericouraged
community colleges to provide personnel and money to
community schools in order to help them to provide
programs.

In 1976, the support for cooperation was not matched by
many examples of it. Table 1 shows that these examples have
increased over the .past five years.

, 7.*\

-
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Table
. .

Formal Cooperative Agreements
Between CoMmunity/Joiiior
Colitiges and: 1976%

(N=955) .

Community Schools (K-12) . 17.8
Parks and Recreation Programs 15

1981%
. (N=209)

41.1
22' "

Seriior Citizen Programs 20.3 34.5.
Public Health Agencies 14.2 24.4
PubliC Libraries 12.2 19.6.
Business and-ladustry . . 21.4 40.2
Religious Institutions ,

civic and Fraternal Organization
10.8
12

1418
13.9

°

Other Colleges and Universities 33

The growth in formal agreements with community schools
might reflect An increased opportunity to make such-
agreements. The 1981 survey shows a marked increase in,the
nurhber of community schools located within the vicinity of
the responding colleges (from 46.3% in 1976 to 60.5% in
1981). This increase might be due to the presence of more
community schdoIs, Kit it probably is due to an improved .

recognition of those schools by community college
administratdrs..

Finally, the 1981 survey included two questions that .

related local cooperation to the efforts of the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges: More than
half of the respondents thought that it was useful (32.5%) or
most useful (2L1%) for'the Center for CommunitrEducation
Staff at AACJC to work With other community education
groups at'the,state and national levet, And, among the
resources in the information bank of the Center, almost half
of the respondents valued the "cooperative agreements with
other, agencies" as useful (36.4%) or most useful (10%).
These are indications of the utility of the staff and material
resources of the Center for Community EduEatia. They also
indicate that community college administrators believe in the
utility of local cooperative agreements.'

Fundliag

ehe 1976 study revealed that 'cOmmunity educationT.
programs are boosted by the use of diverstinds. That

study also,disclosed that community college administrators
.
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want to use state funds to develop their programs. I
the data indiCated that a recessionary economy ha
the funding of community education programs. Tuition
sources were utiliked by more, colleges while local and federal
funds were utilized less often.c"Ishe status of state sources
had remained consistenetwer the five year period.

Table II.

Recipients of Different
Sources of Community
Education Funds c 1978% 1981%

(N=855) (N=209
Tuition 74.8 - 82.8'
Local Tax Funds 43 39.7
State Tax Funds 59.7 59.8
Federal Funds 42.1 . 32.5
Other 10.7 12:4

Table 2 shows the percentages' f colleges which recite
funds from 'various sources. Tuition is used by eight percent
more colleges today than in 1976. This increase might result,
in part, from ihe need of some:Colleges to replace funds that
have been lost tlitOugh "Proposition 13" types of legislation.
Local tax funds are less available in.1981 than:in 1976. This

'causes concern, since' the !,976 study §howed that local tax
funds are -a -hallmark of, successful community education
programs. SSate,tax,sources have remained stable over the.
Oat five years,,but,federal' funds have dropped considerably.
This drbp might Become 'More precipitous in the next few
years. as the federal budget for social programs is cut by the
Reagan administration.7,Finally. theSlight_increiee in "Other"

. sources does not equal the cut in federal funds. This raises
doubt abbut the capacity of private sources to replace federal
support for community education programilling. It also

-'indicatei that community college administrators need to tap
these sources more effectivelyonly about one ofevery eight
colleges is currently using "other" sources to fund their
community education programs. ,

.

State tax resources have remained constant. and so has
the interest of Communityeslucation administfators in
receiving these fundifor their programs. More than 85
percent support the idea that state legislatures Shotild
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piovide fund4to support community education programs in
community schools and colleges (85.4.in 19761 87..4% in
1981). A few are willing to give up some control of their
programs to the state, presumably to get those funds. In
1976, 17.8 percent agreedliat "state governing boards

_should coordinate" community education programs. In 1981,
19.1 percent supported the same contention.

The impact of the economic recessioy is eVident in two
other areas: funding policies, and chaTges, for facilitiei. In
1976, 58.1 percent of the community colleges in the nation
had a specific policy for funding community education
programs. The percentage had grown to 72.2 in 1981. Lines
of funding might be drawn more tightly during lean times.
Another indicator is the charging of fees for the use of
off-campus facilities. Virtually all community colleges rent
these facilities for their community-based courses and
services, but only four out of ten were charged for that rental
in 1976 (43.2%). In 1981, almost six out of ten colleges were
charged for the use of off- campus facilities (58.6%). Again,
this increase Might result from the passage of "Proposition
13" types of legislation, ivhich prevent public agencies from
providing facilities at no cost to other agencies..

College Issues
ome changes are occurring in the staffing of community ,s
education courses. These changes reflect the development

of community education as a special area of instruction and,
perhaps,' the funding problems that affect community
colleges in 1981.

In the new national study, only about one-third (34%) of
the colleges usually entployed regular faculty to teach
community:education courses (compared to 43.6% in 1976).
Also, almost half of the colleges (47.8%1 had established
formal qualifications for the employment,of community
educators (compared to 38% in1976)., These findings
indicate that community education is becoming recognized
as a field that requires specialized staff for US courses and
services.

Community education courses need faculty with special 4

qualifications as instructors. However; the establishment of
these qualifications also might enable some colleges to avoid
the expehse of staff development programs for their
community education faculty. It. is cheaper to hire qualified
staff than to train them. In 19811pnly about four out of ten
community colleges offered any kind of staff development
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experiences in community education. Over the past five
years, preservice programs have actually declined in number
(they were reported at 17.6% of the colleges in 1976, and
only at 11.5% of the colleges in 1981). Inservice programs
have shown only a slight inbrease in number during the
same period (from 28.6% in 1,976 to 31.7% in 1981).

Budget limitations also,might be revealed in the use of
volunteers to teach community education courses. Today,
more than two-thirds of the community Colleges (69.9%)
report that they use volunteer instructors as well as paid
faculty) In 1976, 64 percent of the responding colleges used
volu eer staff.

One final statistic concerns the development of specialized
community education programs in community colleges. In
the recenf survey, 35.6 percent of the responding
administritors reported directly to the presidents of their
institutions. This percentage indicates that community
&Ideation courses and services have a prominent position at
more than a third of the nation's community colleges.
However, in 1976, 46 percent of the respondents to the
survey reported directly to their presidents. It is conceivable,
though indeterminable, that community education programs
are becoming subordinate functions on community college
camptises, instead of autonomous entities.

Conceptual Issues
ommunity-based courses and services have many name

CTable 3 shows the percentages of colleges in both s
which used five different titles for these offerings.

Table III.

Title of Program 197896.
(N=750)

1981%
(N=209)

Continuing Education 25.3 '30.6
Community Services 2015 18.7
Community Education 2.3 5.7
Instruction3 7.2 6.7
Other's 44.7 38.3

,
It is interesting to note the prominence of the title

"continuing education" because both national studies were
"survey(s) of community education/community service
programs." The least popular title is "community education,"
which is somewhat disheartening because the 1976 study
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revealed that "community education" programs.were better
organized than their counterparts with different titles.
However, the growth in the use of this title indicates a
potenitalimprovement in the organization of some

\ community-based programs.
The diversity Qf program titles might have affected-

responses to a statement that the "community
education/community service function is really no different
from the concepts of adult/continuing education programs."

'Perhaps the community education and community service
respondents agreed with the statement (47.7% of all
respondents agreed with it in 1976, and 46.9% did so in
1981), and perhaps the continuing education and adult
education respondents disagreed with it (41.3% of all
respondents did so in 1'976, and 48.7% did so in 1981). But
it is just as likely that the response pattrrns were reversed.
Regardless, significant discord exists about the similarity of
the various types of,community-based programs.

Despite this discord, virtually all of the respondents declare
that their colleges are committed to community education
when it is defined as: "courses and activities for credit or
noncredit-, formal classroom or non-traditional programs,
cultural, recreational, or academic offerings specifically
designed to meet the needs of the surrounding community
and utilizing school, college, and 'other facilities.
pogramming is determined with input from the community
being served." In 1981, 98.1 percent of all community
education administrators agreed that their colleges were
committed to the types of programs. Thus; there is strong
suppdrt for community-based,offerings in community
colleges,. regardless of the names which are chosen, for them.

Community Assessments
Community input is an important tradition in community
college programming. The literature of two-year college

eduCation asserts that all of the programs of the college are
derived from an assessment of community needs. Thus, it-is
not surprising that the Roundtable partic4pants
recommended that cooperative, on-going assessments of
community needs should be utilized by community
education administrators. Indeed, the 1981 data shows that
almost half of the community colleges ih the nation routinely
conduct community needs surveys or community
characteristics'surveys in conjunction with their community
education programs. And this.percentage is growing. In

-
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1976,, 40.2 percent of the colleges cpndUcted these surveys.
and 45.2 percent conducted their in 1981.

Oommuntty input also is evident in the use of advisory
committees and evaluation measures for community
education planning. Growth is evident in'each.of these uses.
Almost two-thirds of the responding colleges (64.1 %)-now use
advisory committees to "describe needs, develop programs,*
and evaluate offerings" (compared to 54.3% in 1976). Almost
eight of ten colleges have developed and used evaluation
procedures for community education services (78.4% in
1981. compared to 62.6% in 1976). These figures suggest
diverse ffirms of community input are being provided to'
community education programs.

Conclusions
The report of, the 1976 study concluded that the general
picture of community education is rsy. but its hues

could be deepen,ed considerably...In the final analysis. the
commitment to excellent community education exceeds its
fulfillment in community/junior colleges. The ideas of the

"`community education are slightly ahead of the realities." In
1981. some of the realities are catching up with those ideas.
even though funding problems make the chase' more
difficult.

The realities seem to be catching up with the verbal
, support for cooperationLthit'fias been offered during the past
' five years. Most notable seem to be the efforts to formally
Cooperate with community schools, business. and industry.
"Formal" might be as emphasizable as "cooperation." Some of
the apparent growth in cooperation simply might be the
contractualization of casual agreements with local agencies.4

,However, the increased number of relationships with
business and industry also augurs the development of "other"
sources of funds for community education programs. These
sources seem especially important to the growth of these
programs.

The utilization of needs assessments, community advisory
committees, and evaluation procedures are other beneficial
realities for community -based courses and services:
Community input is vital if these courses and services are
going to prosper.

Special staff are being.hired to teachonimunity education
courses, but they are not being developed for this purpose.
The dearth of training experiences is unfortunate, especially
in the rapidly changing world of community-based learning.
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Funds need to be.Kovided fpr staff development, primarily in
the area of inserts! e training. Forni ai. qualifications can help
fa suppla" t the need for preservice *ograms; but they have
no imliaot 6 culty and curricula that are constantly .
changing.

The positive.development or community educationhis
tempered by the evolution of funding over the past five years.
The reliance bp tuition sources is almost universal today.
Local and federal funds are becoming less available. Other
sources are growing, but at a slothful pace. In 1976, -the
diversity of funding Was considered to be a key to the .1.

integrity of community education programs. Undoubtedly, it
still is, especially in the provision of community services.
These services usually do not offer the tuition support of

o

community education courses.
For the most part,' the 1981 survey affirms the rosy picture

of communIty education that was draWn by the 1976 study.
Community education remains a vital component of
community college education. Itstprograms extend the
philosophy of the college into the life of the community.
Increasingly, these programs are mingling with other
community-basedoptivities. A mutuality of ab) is being
developed. The success of that effort will depend upon the
support that is'available to the special staff and special
purposes of community-based programming in the
community.e6iiege.

Dr. Young is Associate Profesisor, Department of
Organisational, Counseling, and Foundational
Studies, University of Vermont, Burlington,
Vermont: 0

Footnotes
`A participant. AACJC/CCE National Roundtable. February 25-27. 1981.
Washington, DC.
21n 1976. a preliminary question was asked if the respondents had formal'
agreements with any of the above agencies. and 48.9 percent answered
affirmatively. Then they answered questions,about the different types of
agencies with which they had such agreeinents. The 1976 percentages have

been revised for Table I. This revision requires caution In the specific
interpretation of Table I.
'These programs did not have any formal title. Rather the office df the Dean
of instration was reported to be the officer of community-based programs at
these colleegf
'These tit! included Combinations of the preceding categories- listed in
Table Ill.. as well as such names as "extended." "evening." *adult."
"developmental." "outreach.- et.al.
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AAC...1C/C enter for Conuitunity EdueittiOn
Roundtable
February 25-27, 1981
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Invited Participants

Barbara B. Foster
George Washington University
Education Polio) Fell6w @ ED
Division OtAdult:Education
Washington, DC
(Former Director of Community Education, Durham County
Schools, Durham, NC)
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[Sr. Jams F. Gollattscheck
President
Valencia Community College
Orlando; Florida ,

Dr. John HakOsori
President
Clackamas Community College
Oregon City, Oregon

Becky Hutton
Progiam Associate -
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Flint, Michigan -

Dr. Clyde LeTarte
, President

Jackson Community College
Jackson, Michigan

Edward J. Liston
President
Community College of Rhodelsland
Warwick, Rhode Island

_Judy McGaughey
Assistant Deap of Continuing Education
LaGuardia Community'College , ,

Long Island City, New York 4
4, '

Yoshio C: Nakamura
Dean of- Community Services
Rio HondCommunity College
Whittier; California

7

A

Maurice (Mon) O'Shea
Dean, Open Campus

. Bunker Hill Community College
Charlestown, Massachusetts

Dr. Harold Shively
President.

unker Hill Community College
C arlestown. Massachusetts
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Dr. Robert J. Shoop
Director, Kansas Center for Community EduCation
College of Education
Kansas,State University
Manhattan, Kansas

Dr. Paul Tremger
Executive Director
National Community Education Associatioh
Washington, DC

Dr. Marvin Weiss
President
Northeastern Junior College
Sterling, Colorado

Dr. Benja min R. Wygal
Pr6ident.
Florida Junior College at Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Florida

AACJC Staff

Suzanne M. Fletcher
Director, Center for Community Education
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
Washington, DC

Dr. Edmund J. Gleazerge
PreSident
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
Washington, DC

. .

Connie Sutton
Vice President for Programs
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
Washington, DC

Dr. Rogerelrarrington
Vice President
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
Washington. DC 4
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Appendix H.

4

Center for Community Education
erican Asiociation of Community

and Junior Colleges

Sprvey of
Community Education/Community SerSiCe Programs

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE

VASE FORWARD TO rim APPROPRIATE INDIVIDUAL

I I I

1 6 IC45
Name of person reemonsilV for suportisins community education

8 .
$

Title of person responsible for suporvising_communito education

37

I I I

67

1. Does the person named a ve have other duties in addition to supervising the cosaunity
miucation/community service proves?

If TES, please list these other duties'

YES O NO 0 (68)

9

2. ' Does the parson named above as responsible for community education'prograis report
difectiv to the president of the. college?

T29 r:J NO 0
If NO, to vhom doss her/she report',

65 69
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prrintiogg

Community College - as used heree,4 public 2E private two-year institution vhich usually '

offers educational programs and 'sate.' ip a)transfer, arts and science, or general studies
programs, b) vocational/occupational programs, c) student personnel services, d) noncre4it
educational, cultural, and recreational programs.

CosmunitY-Sohool - the neighborhood K-12 school which serves as'a center where children and
adulta have optimum opportunity for educational, cultural, recreational, and civic activities.
Programming is deterained with the advice of a citizen advisory committee.

Community' Educator - stafefrom the college, school, or community actively involved in either
teach4ng, planning, or supervising the community education program.

Community Education - includes courses and activities for credit or noncredit formal class -
rocs or nontraditional programs, cultural, recreational, or academic offering specifically
designed to meet the needs of the surrounding conmunity and utilizing sbhool, college and

other facilities. Programadhg is detrained vith input from the community being served.

1. As defined above, goes you collo have a committamq to the community education
dimension?

(ES No El (70)

. = a
2. As defined above, is there a community school in the college aria?

, < NO O (71)

That is the total enrollment of full-time and pert-time students at your college in the

fall of 1980?

1 - 909

1,000 1,949

2,000 - 3,099

4,000 - 5,990

p.

0

0

SECTION II. Coro pity Education Administration

(72)

The following statesenta describe some common situations encountered in planning community
edication programs. Please respond to each ites by pirpaing.,24 of the numbered req.=
folicating whether your agree or disagree vith the its.

Indicate whether you:

(1) Disagree strongly (2) Disagree (3) Onceatain (4) Agree 1"(5) Agree strongly

-.--_-----
--

s should coordinate 7.-

Listed in Section
1. State governing

the types or pro

1 2
4 5 03$

2. The community college would lose Ita 8.

Supervision.and administration of adult
education or community education programs
if there were cooperation with other

1 2 3 4 5 (9)

3. Community colleges should offer or assist 9.

in making arrangements for appropriate
services and activities requested by the
community

1 2 34 4 5 (10)

4. The Lays in the state do no provide la.

for ceoperation and coordination vith
other agencies

1' 2 3 4 5

60
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State legislatures should provide state
funds to support community college/
community school progress

1 2 3 4 5. (14)

Because community colleges and coasuaity
schools are cospeting for the.sams tax
dollar, they will not aoperate in
offering community education programs

1 2 3 4 5
(15)

The AACJC and ita Comemnity Education
Center should play a major role in
encouraging community alleges to become
more active in the community service area

1 2 3 4 5 (16)

In,emphasizing community education and
corm pity serviotin community colleges
are faking on toolsam functions that
should be performed by otherepommunity
agencies

1 2 (17)



5. Community colleges should help initiate 11.

community school programs in their area
by providing some personnel and some
'only

1 2 3 4 5 (12)

6. It is educationally beneficial to the
community if there is open competition
between community colleges and other
amass offering community education
programs such &elbow, listed in
Section I

1 2' 3 4 5 (13)

The idea of community education/community
service is strongly subscribed to by

1. 2 3 4 S '

(18)

12. The community education/community service
function is really no deferent fro" the
concepts of adult/continuing education
programs

1 2 3 4 5 (19)

a

SIC1108 III. Characteristics o4Community Education

For each characteristic listed, circle on of the :lusher responses, Grauer:

(1) TES (2) NO ,. (3) Planned for 1981-82

Are there formal qualifications for

community educators?

1r

1 3 (20) k

2. Can salaries for community cators

be paid jointly by community lege.,

community schools, or other age

1 2 ,3
(21)

5. Does all community education staff
participate in an in-service ,

training program?
1 2 3

(24)

6. Do>comeunity *duck:s include faculty

fie° the ecolualtY from other
agienciest

1 2 1
(25)

7. Does the communiti education program
use volunteer instructors as well al
paid instructors?

1 ' 2 3
(26)

8. Have evaluation procedures been
developed and used for community
education services?

1 2 3 (27)

9. Has a community advisory committee
been formed to describe neiall,
develop programs, and evaluate '
offering,?

1 2 3 (28)

10. Is there s clearly identifiable
administrative unit for coordina-
tion of community education progress?

1 2 3 (29)

VI. Has a specific policy been developed
for funding the community education

program?
1 2 3 (o)

.

3. Does the community collegs'offer a

training for prospective

community Nors?

1 2 3 (22)''

4. Are community educators usually regular
faculty from the community college or

the community school?

0 1 2 3

(23)

12. Does the community college's community
education program depend on cooperation

.between community Colleges, community
schools and other agencies?

1 2
3 (31)

13. Is i community needs survey or community
characteristics survey routinely done in
conjunction with the community education

progras?
1 2 .3

(32)

14. Community education prograis are estimated
to involve how sany community daubers in
the calendar year 1980-81?

fewer than 1,000

1,000 - 9,999

9,999 - 19,999

20,000 - 29,959

over 30,000

(1)

14(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(33)

15. The above number of participants rake-
sent approximately what percentage of
the populationlwith the local area served
by the college (dAtrict, city, county)?

,

less than 1.0% 0 (1)

from 1.0 go 5.0%

from 6.0 to 10.0%

over ,0%

67
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SECTION IT. Types of Cooperation ...,

Please respond to tit,'he following ital./ by cn of the appropriate responses.,
1.

e

Oft campafacclities ape used to
after comamity education programs

n' I:3 P3 I:3 (35)
2. If question 1 Is,YES, is fee charged

for use of facilities?

YES NO 0
(36k

3. If a fee is charged, is the fee

bailed on

number enrolled (1)
(37)

flat rental fee (1)(3)
...int....0. cost (1)(39)

4. Name the university or State Department
Center for Community Elueation that serves
your area

.46
5. Is there a formal agreement between the

community college and any of the following
agencies concerning cooperation in °Miring
community education programs? Check those

with which the college cooperates.

community school (K-12)

perk, & recreation program's

senior citizen program

public health agencies

Identify

public libraries

business and industry

religious institutions

014o)
C:X'41)
(1'42)
(1143

2144)
L-045)

46)

civic & fraternal organisations 1.1147)

other colleges and mniversities 1)

'
If question
copy of the

5 is YES, please enclose
a

SECTION V. Funding and Policy inCommunity Education

Please respond to the following item by checking one of the appropriate responses.

1. Are state funds for adult education
administered through: .

a) I -12 school districts (1)(48)

b) Tvo7yeal college!
(1)(44)

c) other ( please specify) (1)(50)

2. Does your state have specific legis-
lation supporting community education
or community schools?

TEST:3 (1) NOD (2)
(51)

3. Are community colleges eligible to
receive these funds?

T i t s ( 7 . ] (i ) No (0 (2)
(52)

.If yes, pleaie enclose copy of thi,

legislation.

I.

4. Fromm what sources do you obtain financing
of community education programs?

al tuition
(1)(53)

b) local tax funds ME (1)(54)

c) state tax funds
(1)(5)

d) federal funds (12(56)
e) Other (please specify) 0 (1)(47)

5. DAes the college board of trustees have
any policy statement that encourages,.

community education activities?

YES 0(1) "NO (2) (58)

.If yes, please enclose a copy of the policy

statement.

ear".

<2`

.o
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SECTION PI. Planning fore future

at .
Servicds that have been Ared by the AACJC Center for Comabnity Education to AspolAelion .

menhirs are listed below. , , ,

'''', '

N .

Indicate by Fhooeins onl number those you find

o

Ar A

(1) Most useful (2) Useful . (3) Least nseful

1. Center :Leff 3. Publicationm

visits to institutions I 2 3
(59)

Inteeface Newsletter .1 V 3 (65)

resdUrce asiistance.at Nonographi 1 2 3 (66)
workshops and con-
ferences 1 2

3 (60) . Special Reports 1 2 3 (6.7)

°

liaised with other cot:Unity 4. film loan service 1 2. 3 (60) ...
education groups at state
and national level 1 2 I 5

.
4" tl- - 1

.,

(61) -' Information built
Y

Conaunity college irogras1/
.. \'2. Coidereacsa

contacts
1 21. 3 Air..,

state .1 2 3 (62) .
Cooperative agreements

' 0
Ilegional 1 2 3 (63) with other agencies 1 2, "1,(,O)

e
a_ t> national 1 2

s it 41,
?. (64), SI

Future' services needed troy AACJC for community education development in community eines.

Identify critical issues, diriotions and trends in community education that AACJC should

iLvs upon during the nett three to five years.

. OCT -9 1981

.ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges.
96 Pow!! libr?ry
University of California
bas Angeles California 90024

t

6)

I

63,

4.

1


